From left, Seth Rosenberg, a senior from Libertyville studying organizational communication, follows through a throw during a Frisbee golf game as Adam Hirsch, a senior from Northbrook studying advertising, John Thuline, a senior from Galva studying finance, and Justin Lechy, a junior from Chicago studying construction management, wait before moving on to the next basket Monday afternoon near Campus Lake. The group of friends said they play just about every day and often bet $2 to keep things interesting.

TUESDAY E R ILEY senior from Libertyville studying organizational

Despite the chilly weather and rain that hit Carbondale around noon Monday, friends flocked to Campus Lake to play Frisbee golf, also known as ‘frolf.’

Students Justin Lechy, Adam Hirsch, Seth Rosenberg and John Thuline braved the unusually chilly April day to enjoy one of the two Frisbee golf courses located on campus. The group generally splits into two teams of two people each and plays for $2 per game. Thuline said it keeps the sport interesting.

Frisbee golf is a game that blends both golf and Frisbee elements. Players try to throw a disc into a basket and, like golf, the thrower must attempt each shot from where the disc landed.

A similar course is located in the field between the Recreation Center and Brush Towers.

The university’s largest civil service employees union is set to vote Thursday on a tentative agreement for a two-year contract with SIU.

Contract talks stalled briefly last week after the Association of Civil Service Employees voted down a university offer, but representatives of both sides said they are optimistic Thursday’s vote will resolve the situation.

The association, which represents roughly 400 civil service employees, was initially seeking a four-year contract, but the two sides were only able to agree on terms for the first two years. The employees have been working without a contract since July.

Cathy Lilley, president of the association, said the union surveyed its members online to determine what issues they felt were important. Lilley said she felt those issues were mostly addressed in the tentative agreement, so she was hopeful it would be approved.

“There was a lot of compromise on our part and the university’s part to reach this agreement,” Lilley said.

Lilley said the tentative agreement includes longevity pay increases for both years of the contract, meaning employees who work at the university for several years will be compensated with raises. The university’s last offer included the longevity increases only in the first year of the contract.

The tentative agreement also calls for 3.5 percent across-the-board pay raises in the first year of the contract and 3 percent pay raises in the second year.

University spokesman Tom Woolf said the tentative agreement does not include parity increases, which bring up the pay rates of employees in comparison to their peers at other institutions. Parity increases were included in the offer the union rejected.

The first year of the tentative agreement will cost the university about as much as the university’s previous offer, Woolf said. The second year will cost slightly more, he said, but the university still felt it was reasonable.

Woolf said last week the university’s tight budget put it in a tough position to bargain, particularly in light of the potential for the state to withhold $8 million of its funds for next year.

Gov. Rod Blagojevich has said the state could withhold the money to fill a hole in the state budget.

If the union approves the tentative agreement, it is likely the university will approve it also, Woolf said. SIU President Glenn Poshard and interim Chancellor Stan Goldschrew were consulted during negotiations, he said.

“My understanding is that this does not require (SIU Board of Trustees) approval,” he said. “The chancellor and the president can approve this on behalf of the university.”

Members of the association can vote on the offer at noon and 4:45 p.m. Thursday in the Student Center’s Olive Room.

Joe Crawford can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 254 or jecrawford@siu.edu.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Former teacher’s sentencing delayed

BLOOMINGTON (AP) — A former Normal elementary school teacher will have to wait a day to find out his sentence for sexually abusing students.

McLean County Judge Charles Reynard heard Monday from parents of some of the children Jon Andrew White had admitted to abusing before saying he will sentence the former teacher Tuesday.

White already faces 48 years in prison after admitting he abused students at Thomas M. Cooper Elementary School between 2005 and 2006.

News media seek access to R. Kelly's pretrial hearings

CHICAGO (AP) — Lawyers for two newspapers and The Associated Press filed an emergency motion with the Illinois Supreme Court seeking sealed court records and transcripts related to R. Kelly’s pornography case.

The 41-year-old R&B singer has pleaded not guilty to charges that he videotaped himself having sex with an underage girl. His trial is scheduled to start in Chicago May 9.

The Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Sun-Times and the AP want the Supreme Court to order the Cook County Circuit Court to unseal the records immediately. Their motion was filed Monday.

Judge Vincent Gaughan (GANN) has said he’s trying to protect Kelly’s rights and pre- serve information from influencing pretrial proceedings.

Teen bull rider expected to recover from injuries

BLOOMINGTON (AP) — A 17-year-old bull rider who was seriously injured Friday at a Professional Bull Riders event in Bloomington is recovering.

Kathy Roberts says her son, Chance, broke seven ribs and suffered a collapsed lung at the event at U.S. Cellular Coliseum on Saturday night. The family lives in the southeastern Illinois community of Jewett, which is roughly 70 miles south of Bloomington.

A spokesman at BroMenn Regional Medical Center inNormal says Chance Roberts remains in good condition. Professional Championship Bullriders spokesman Robert Sauber saw the accident. He says Chance Roberts fell off the bull and the animal stepped on his back with one of its hooves.

Rushville man charged with murder

RUSHVILLE (AP) — A 38-year-old Rushville man is being held on $1 million bond after being accused of using a shotgun to kill a Mason County man to death.

The Schuyler County sheriff's department says Jeff Crawford was charged with first-degree murder, home invasion and aggravated battery.

A woman called authorities early Friday and said someone had broken into her house. She told deputies found 31-year-old Chris Curry severely beaten on his head. He was pronounced dead at the scene.

The woman who reported the crime had several facial injuries but was conscious.

POLICE REPORTS

There are no suspects in the crimal
damage to light poles in the Communica-
tion Court area.

Dominique Renee Winston, a 22-year-old SIUC student from Chicago, was arrested for aggravated battery at Lawson Avenue and Westlake Boulevard. The female vic-
tim, a 27-year-old SIUC student, did not require medical attention.

Kevin L. Murdock Jr., a 20-year-old resi-
dent of Chicago, was charged with the theft of a cell phone and keys from Grinnell Hall just after noon Saturday.

CALF WORLD LEAGUE
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LaHood: Future is bright for Congress

Retiring congressman addresses Student Center crowd

Barton Lorimor, DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIUC freshman Brian Mosley said he was inspired to run for congressman Jerry Costello’s seat in the House of Representatives Monday night.

If such an event were to occur, Costello would have to blame his colleague, congressman Ray LaHood, a Republican from Peoria, for stirring the excitement. LaHood, a native son of Carbondale, was here Monday night. LaHood, a freshman from West Franklin, studying history, was one of roughly 150 people in attendance for LaHood’s address and open forum in a Student Center ballroom. Though LaHood reaffirmed his plan to retire from Congress, he said the SIUC students he interacted with signaled to him that the future looks bright for the governing body.

“Public service is a noble calling,” he said. “For all of these students that have gathered here, I encourage you to get involved. Take an active part, and you can make a difference.”

Mike Lawrence, the institute’s director, said he also sees a strong future for government because of the recent surge in political involvement from young people. Lawrence, who has taught political science at SIU for 10 years, said it takes a candidate with an unusual message to inspire that demographic to take an interest in government.

LaHood said U.S. Sen. Barack Obama has done just that as he continues to campaign in the Democratic presidential primary. But LaHood, who is reportedly seeking the Illinois Republican Committee chairman post, said he continues to support Sen. John McCain for president.

Since the beginning of his Congressional stint in 1994, LaHood was chairman of the impeachment proceedings against President Bill Clinton in 1998 and assisted in the organization of four congressional retreats. Organizing those retreats were highlights in his career because they began to heal the strong sense of partisanship in the House, he said.

“ Bipartisanship is the only way to succeed in a legislative body,” LaHood said. “No one of the 435 congressmen ever gets their own way. The only time we get something done is when we work together.”

LaHood said representatives do not know each other on a personal level like they did in the past, which makes it easier for rivals to build. But LaHood said a representative’s two-year term forces them to return so they can interact with the voters.

Mosley said if elected, he would find a way to close the partisan gap like LaHood suggested. “I think most people in Congress know what they’re doing,” Mosley said.

Organization works to unite Jewish students

Film festival commemorates Holocaust

Jakina Hill, DAILY EGYPTIAN

Joe Brown wants to bring the SIUC Jewish community together.

“It can be difficult to be a Jewish student here,” said Brown, director of the SIUC chapter of the Hillel Foundation for Jewish Campus Life.

Brown said the campus is physically distant from any large Jewish community and many students have never met a Jewish person before they arrive. The foundation works to make Jewish students more comfortable by sponsoring religious and social events, from karaoke to pizza parties, he said.

As part of its mission, the foundation hosted the first in a trial “Holocaust in Film” series in the Student Center.

The first film was "The Pianist," which was scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. Three people showed up to watch the movie.

Brown said this miniature series is a precursor to a full 18-film series the foundation plans to host in November and December.

The films were chosen because they each touch on different aspects of Jewish life beyond the Holocaust, Brown said.

The foundation canceled two films earlier in the month because of other events such as the Relay for Life and the religious holiday Passover, which ended Sunday.

“We have a role in educating about Jewish issues on campus,” Brown said. The Hillel Foundation on the SIUC campus was established in the 1970s and has recently expanded to the SIU-Edwardsville campus.

“Were planning programming (for the foundation) on that campus now, but fall is going to be a big semester,” Brown said.

Bryan Pumphrey said he enjoyed the event despite its low attendance.

“I like the film series because you can see history from different points of view from different filmmakers. You get to learn,” said Pumphrey, a sophomore from Chicago studying information systems and applied technology.

Pumphrey said the film series was a good idea and he hopes there would be a bigger turnout next year.

“It just wasn’t publicized or marketed to enough people,” Pumphrey said.

The next film, “Protocols of Zion,” is scheduled for 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Ohio Room. It’s a 2005 documentary film about the resurgence of anti-Semitism in the United States in the wake of the Sept.11 attacks.

Jakina Hill can be reached at 536-3311 ext 273 or jbh@siu.edu
BABA, Pakistan — The only thing standing between Pakistan’s Taliban and the lifeline for U.S. and NATO forces in Afghanistan may be an Islamic warlord who controls the area near Pakistan’s famed Kashmir Pass.

In an interview with McClatchy Newspapers, Malik Mangal Bagh, who leads a group called Lashkar-i-Islam, voiced his disdain for America but said he’d be an offer from the Taliban to join them.

“Without the Taliban and al-Qaeda, Lashkar-i-Islam opposes kidnappings and suicide bombings. Bagh’s message is more an austere one, that “vices” must end, rather than the calls for international jihad, or Islamic holy war, of the Taliban and al-Qaeda.

“However, he also called the U.S. intervention in Afghanistan a grandiose war, and said American troops must leave.

“While the Americans are in Afghanistan, there is no way to bring peace and prosperity, over there and here,” Bagh said. “We do not want to kill Americans, we just want to make them Muslims.”

Bagh, now called the “Emir,” used to drive a bus and has built an empire in three years. He said he has more than 10,000 men under his command and could summon as many as 120,000. He’s also made it clear that the number of Pakistani soldiers stationed in all the tribal areas.

Baghi’s stance has led to allegations that he has ties to Pakistani authorities or to the country’s Inter-Services Intelligence agency.

One of the senior members of Lashkar-i-Islam, Mistry-Sabhi, denied any connection with the Pakistan state.

“We don’t want to fight the government. We just want peace and we don’t have any connection with the government because their policies are not right.”

Vietnam to halt American adoptions after damping U.S. report

NEW YORK

Many Americans eye groceries, not fancy TVs with rebates

NEW YORK (AP) — Tax rebates have been dropping into bank accounts, but in this recession-stricken nation, some may think of buying a high-end TV, a fancy dress or a new sofa — not food. A fresh crop of economic jitters has begun jumping start from the government hoped for.

In a government effort to lift the struggling economy, Revenue Service landed in bank accounts Monday as rebates started hitting average taxpayers who cash to pay back cash on the basics, such as milk and bread.

Analysts say the rebate will probably be used to pay down debt.

Alicia Neuman, a stay-at-home mother from Seekonk, Mass., was shopping at a Target store Monday and said she would use some of the rebate for food — cheaper items like potatoes, or perhaps the expensive meat and fish.

WASHINGTON

Supreme Court rejects challenge to Indiana voter photo ID law

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court ruled Monday that states can require voters to produce photo identification without violating their constitutional rights, rejecting Republican-inspired voter ID laws.

In a 6-3 ruling, the court upheld Indiana’s strict photo ID requirement, and said voting groups said would depict poor voter and minority voters from casting ballots. Bush’s backers said it was needed to prevent fraud.

It was the most important voting case since the Bush v. Gore dispute that decided the 2000 election for George W. Bush. But the voter ID ruling lacked the conservative-liberal split that marked the 2000 case.

Mangal Bagh’s followers relax at his compound just outside Baba, Mangal Bagh, who leads a group called Lashkar-i-Islam, voiced his disdain for America but said he’s rebuffed an offer from the Taliban to join them.
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Vocal politician seeks to have vote

Representative speaks about dissatisfaction with the system

DeMarcus Hamilton
DAILY EGYPTIAN

U.S. Rep. Eleanor Holmes Norton has served nine terms in Congress but has never voted.

Norton, whom many might recognize from her four appearances on "The Colbert Report," explained to an audience of roughly 90 in the School of Law Auditorium Monday that while she can vote at the committee level, she is not allowed to vote on the floor because she does not represent a state.

"The people of the District of Columbia have been left out in the wilderness of voting rights," Norton said.

Norton resides in Washington, D.C., and represents the 600,000 people in the district whose voting rights are limited. She spoke of her recent efforts to give district residents a voting member of Congress as part of the Hiram II Lesar Distinguished Lecture Series.

Norton can still vote like any other House member at the committee level. She is an advocate of full congressional voting representation and full democracy for citizens in the district.

Norton said the main excuse used by the government for withholding voting rights from the citizens is that the district is not a state — even though 500 provisions in U.S. code treat the district as a state. Congress has had authority to treat the district as a state since 1805. She also noted that in previous wars, the residents of the district consistently suffered more casualties than a number of states combined.

Because the district is not a state, perhaps citizens should mention that when asked about paying state taxes, Norton said jokingly. As a great-granddaughter of a slave, Norton said current voting affairs in the district are derived from slavery and the southern Democrats who were the "artists of segregation." She said America's history in voting has evolved from being racially unequal to blind partisanship.

"(Norton) is like an inspiration," said Derrick Williams, a graduate student from Birmingham, Ala., studying speech communications. "It's a really important topic relevant to college citizens."

Norton is chair of the House Transportation Subcommittee on Economic Development, Emergency Management and Public Buildings. Before becoming a member of Congress, Holmes was a law professor at Georgetown University and continues to teach a course every year.

DeMarcus Hamilton can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 254 or youngmh@siu.edu.

"I think (the district) should have a voice and have full representation," said Dianne Meeks, member of the SIU Foundation Board of Directors.

The SIU School of Law welcomed speaker Eleanor Holmes Norton, a U.S. representative from the District of Columbia, to speak as part of the annual Lesar Lecture series. Norton spoke of recent legislation to allow Washington, D.C., residents the right the vote and stopped to sign an autograph for Terrace Williams, 9, after the speech.

Barbara Chapell — DAILY EGYPTIAN

U.S. Rep. Eleanor Holmes Norton has served nine terms in Congress but has never voted.

The people in District of Columbia have been left out in the wilderness of voting rights.

— Rep. Eleanor Holmes Norton
Washington, D.C.
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Apartments for rent
Across the street from Pulliam
Fully Furnished
FREE Internet & Cable Laundry Facility Parking
42" Flat Screen TV Rental Available this Fall
Now Accepting Summer Leases
618-549-1332

Saint Germain Square
www.SaintGermainSquare.com
Apartments for rent
2 Blocks From Campus
SATURDAY MAY 3RD
OPEN HOUSE 11AM-4PM
1/2 off June Rent! Ask about details
Food - Fun - Live Entertainment
Stop by to see our Exotic Animals
Zebra Mussels Playing from 12noon - 2pm
Now Accepting Summer Leases
618-457-6786

Garden Park
www.gardenparkSIU.com
Apartments for rent
Walking Distance to Campus
Fully Furnished
Stainless Steel Appliance Newer Carpet Parking
FREE Internet & Cable
Now Accepting Summer Leases
618-351-6777
Going out with an offensive bang

Editor’s note: The DAILY EGYPTIAN has opted to print letters to the editor and editorials using the euphemism from Alex Kochno’s e-mail as long as it is in context and the nature of the debate is in good taste. Submissions not in good taste will not be reprinted.

W hat’s the punch line to every joke for those graduating this May? Alex Kochno.

A few weeks ago, Kochno was probably known as a student with potential. He served as public relations officer for SIUC’s chapter of College Republicans. His graduation date was just a few circles away on the calendar with hopes of promising job interviews probably not far behind.

Kochno is now mostly the infamous writer of a grammatically flawed, offensive e-mail to a popular feminist Web site, Feministing.com, that claimed men are more intelligent than women.

The site published his letter and easily identified him because Kochno sent the letter from his university e-mail account. The ensuing comment thread flooded. Multiple individuals notified university officials, who suspended his account privileges. Interim Chancellor Sam Goldman even took out an ad for several hundred dollars with the DAILY EGYPTIAN Wednesday condemning Kochno’s actions.

If you think reading the word “cunt” makes you uncomfortable, imagine what it feels like for a woman to be called one.

Kochno used the term in a degrading and misogynistic way that lends more potential to the reprehensible acts against women already occurring each day. Think rape, sexual assault and domestic battery. Type that word in a Google search, and you have pornography.

Kochno’s ineptitude is also worth noting. His job description was by having a sense of media literacy. As a public relations officer, he probably should have realized that insulting a bunch of feminists wouldn’t really relate well to the public.

However, if the university takes judicial action against Kochno, it would head into some dangerous territory. An environment such as a university campus inherently fosters extreme attitudes.

In other words, unpopular opinions are nonetheless still opinions. If there’s anything positive about this situation, it’s that Kochno has reminded us of that. He just chose to do so in a very crude way.

If he hadn’t used his school e-mail address, his view might have just become another one of the many that exists under the shield of anonymity provided by today’s online culture. One might have skinned over it and simply moved on.

But a Google search for “Alex Kochno” now associates him with the incident for at least the first two pages.

In today’s world, that’s like naming your next 10 generations worth of children “Don’t Hire Me.”

We think it’s safe to say he has done a fine job punishing himself.

GA United hurts more than helps

Dear Editor:

I’m writing in response to election coordinator Shelly McGrath’s comments on why GA United is having problems gaining members and to comment on the state of GA United in general.

According to your article, McGrath explained it is her belief people aren’t joining GA United because they either don’t understand what a union does or just don’t like the idea of the union. I’d like to say McGrath is only half correct.

It is clear people don’t like the idea of the union, of paying dues which get sent to the Illinois Educators Association and National Educators Association bureaucracy (these are the parent unions of GA United), but I believe it’s not because they don’t understand what’s going on. It’s because GA United hasn’t done much but hold pizza parties and work with the administration to negotiate the contract, a contract wholly unsprung and to the benefit of GA United officers who received cushy union assistantships, the IEA who gets our dues and SUC administrators who wish to keep the old belt nice and tight.

Instead of being defenseless to objective criticisms and resigning enthusiasm for a contract written by the IEA, the leadership of GA United should have taken the contract to the graduate assistant student body and allowed it to reflect our economic concerns, rather than let it reflect their own perception of what could be accomplished with the least amount of resistance. The fact of the matter is, despite these raises over the next three years, GAAs are no better off now than they were before GA United came along (since the raises will be gobbled up by the completely unapposed rise in fees).

GA United has proven itself incapable of addressing the real problems facing graduate assistants at this university. Where was GA United when they announced the rising of rent over at Evergreen Terrace a few days ago? Where are its statements on the rise in fees? Tied to the tail tucked of between their legs, that’s where.

GA United has been run like a clayer and not a real union. A real union would have involved the rest of GAAs in the contract process and, perhaps, led campus opposition to rising fees and tuition instead of remaining silent and hoping no one noticed they sold us out.

Charles Groce

doctoral student in mathematics
Our country has only 5 percent of the world’s population, but more people in jail than does China, which has four times as many people, according to data collected by the International Center for Prisons Studies at King’s College, London.

Crime experts and legal scholars interviewed by The Times say the high-incarceration rate has helped to reduce crime in the United States, even though it isn’t clear by how much.

As a result of tougher laws that began in the mid-1990s, U.S. crime rates began to decline. In the 1990s, crime dropped by more than 40 percent, according to the National Institute of Justice. Crime fighters now have many weapons, including mandatory sentencing, better law enforcement and improved technologies such as DNA analysis and computer forensics.

An illustration of changing attitudes in how the justice system has changed is the experience of the late Miami-Dade Circuit Court Judge Joe Durant, a former prosecutor.

In 1977, Judge Durant was considered one of the brightest minds in the district. But a single decision that year turned him into a reputation for leniency. Judge Durant sentenced former Miami Dolphins player Don Renee and Randy Crocker to a year in jail and five-year probation for selling cocaine to undercover police.

The sentence was reasonable, but out of step with the times. A news magazine called the judge, “Let ‘em go, Joe.” The nickname stuck and led to Judge Durant’s defeat in the next election.

Today, in contrast, long sentences are a distinguishing factor in the United States’ high incarceration rate. We put more people in jail and for longer periods, including for nonviolent crimes, such as for writing bad checks and possessing drugs.

In America, more than half the people arrested test positive for illegal drugs and, if convicted, they go to jail or prison. In the rest of the world, people who commit nonviolent crimes are less likely to go to jail and, if they are incarcerated, will serve less time than someone similarly charged here.

In Florida, we know firsthand about the high cost of incarceration. Those prisons were so packed in the 1990s that the courts ordered thousands of inmates freed to ease overcrowding. Since then, Florida has built prisons at an accelerated pace and, even in this year of budget cuts, lawmakers are searching for $840 million to build more prison beds. Yet the cost we pay for jailing so many people, especially nonviolent offenders, involves more than the cash outlay, even though that is considerable. We pay a high price in broken families, lost wages, destroyed careers and broken lives.

With better policies, we should be able to take advantage of the deterrent effect of tough laws without the high cost of incarceration. For example, pretrial-intervention programs help to steer people clear of crime without sending them to jail. National Institute of Justice researchers have found that programs like drug courts are effective in reducing recidivism and prison costs. Research has shown that well-structured programs involving close supervision and case management can prevent people from returning to a life of crime.

In Florida, and the country too, we have shown we can lock people up. The challenge now should be to incapacitate those who are a real threat and rehabilitate those who can be productive members of society.

This editorial appeared in the Miami Herald Sunday.
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AP Poll: Clinton leads McCain, doing better than Obama

WASHINGTON — Hillary Rodham Clinton now leads John McCain by nine points in a head-to-head presidential matchup, according to an Associated Press-Ipsos poll that bolsters her argument that she is more electable than Democratic rival Barack Obama.

Obama and Republican McCain are running about even. The survey released Monday gives the New York senator and former first lady a fresh talking point as she works to raise much-needed campaign cash and persuade pivotal undecided voters needed to triumph in such big states come the fall when the Democratic nominee will go up against McCain.

At the same time, Obama was shown on the defensive by his comment that residents of small-town America were bitter. The Illinois senator also continued to deal with the controversial remarks of his longtime Chicago pastor, the Rev. Jeremiah Wright.

"I don't think there's any question that over the last three weeks her stature has improved," said Harrison Hickman, a Democratic pollster unaligned in the primary. He attributed Clinton's gains to people moving from the "infatuation stage" of choosing the candidate they like the most to a "decision-making stage" where they determine who would make the best president.

"Added Steve Lombardo, a GOP pollster. "This just reinforces the sentiment that a lot of Republican strategists are having right now — that Clinton might actually be the more formidable final candidate for a lot of reasons, not the least of which is that Obama can't seem to get his footing back."

The AP-Ipsos poll found Clinton and Obama about even in the hypothetical matchup, 46 percent to 44 percent.

Both Democrats were rugged even with McCain in the previous poll about three weeks ago.

Since then, Clinton won the Pennsylvania primary, raising questions anew about whether Obama can attract broad swaths of voters needed to triumph in such big states come the fall when the Democratic nominee will go up against McCain.

McCain continued to deal with the controversial remarks of his longtime Chicago pastor, the Rev. Jeremiah Wright. "I don't think there's any question that over the last three weeks her stature has improved," said Harrison Hickman, a Democratic pollster unaligned in the primary. He attributed Clinton's gains to people moving from the "infatuation stage" of choosing the candidate they like the most to a "decision-making stage" where they determine who would make the best president.

"Added Steve Lombardo, a GOP pollster. "This just reinforces the sentiment that a lot of Republican strategists are having right now — that Clinton might actually be the more formidable final candidate for a lot of reasons, not the least of which is that Obama can't seem to get his footing back."

The AP-Ipsos poll found Clinton and Obama about even in the hypothetical matchup, 46 percent to 44 percent.

Both Democrats were rugged even with McCain in the previous poll about three weeks ago.

Since then, Clinton won the Pennsylvania primary, raising questions anew about whether Obama can attract broad swaths of voters needed to triumph in such big states come the fall when the Democratic nominee will go up against McCain.
**Students to tickle funny bones**

Free comedy show Thursday at Longbranch

Audra Ord

Anyone walking past Longbranch Coffeehouse Thursday night may be startled to hear loud shouts, gargles, giggles and peals of laughter emanating from the coffee shop.

Longbranch is hosting a free comedy show from 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Thursday featuring three different comedy groups: Skirts, a female comedy duo; a male comedy duo; and Community Floss, an eight-person troupe from SIUE that organized the event.

The comedy performed by Community Floss is similar to the setup of the show “Whose Line is it Anyway?” said Tamira Brennan, a doctoral student from Carbondale studying anthropology.

Brennan, a member of both Community Floss and Skirts, said Community Floss practices short-form comedy and takes suggestions from the audience.

“I like [improv] because it’s totally different from everything else that I do,” Brennan said. “It’s really great to make people laugh — it’s an awesome feeling.”

Brennan’s partner in the comedic duo Skirts is Heather Hull, a first-year master’s student from Tempe, Ariz., studying speech communication.

Hull said she and Brennan began doing comedy together in March. Hull began doing improv in September and she said since then, her comedic experience has been an “uphill battle royal of greatness.”

Hull said improv is challenging because there is no good way and no bad way to practice — there’s just no way to practice. She said she and Brennan usually practice by doing warm-up activities and taking what they’ve done in previous performances and expanding upon it.

Though practice is difficult, it’s easier to do comedy when there is audience participation, Hull said.

“I love doing it in front of an audience. It’s easier to believe that we’re funny if we have real people laughing,” Hull said.

Elaine Ramseyer, the general manager of Longbranch, said similar comedic events at the coffee shop have packed the house and she expects a similar turnout for this event.

Ramseyer said that though events such as Thursday’s comedy show are good for business, what’s more important is building community and giving artists a venue in which to perform.

Brennan said people should come to the show because it’s high-energy and built around audience interaction.

“You never see the same show twice,” Brennan said. “It’s always different and you don’t want to miss something.”

Audra Ord can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 275 or amarie06@siu.edu.

**Prince plays Coachella**

Jake Coyle

The Associated Press

INDIO, Calif. — “Coachella, I am here.”

Prince hit the stage at the Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival with that announcement, heralding his arrival as the much-anticipated headliner of the summer festival.

Shortly after 11 p.m. Saturday, Prince strutted onto the stage wearing white pants and a white shirt with glittery fringe. His performance, the centerpiece of the three-day festival, was announced only two weeks ago, immediately making an already very hot festival of 125-plus bands significantly more in-demand.

And Prince knew it.

“You are the coolest place on Earth right now!” Prince declared to a sea of tens of thousands.

Prince, who had been sought out to perform at Coachella since the festival was founded nine years ago, told the crowd that when he agreed to perform, he informed the organizers that he would not only go, but he can’t leave without playing “Purple Rain,” he returned to confirm that even in the desert, it could rain purple.

And just as trepidation was beginning to take hold in the crowd that Prince might actually leave without playing “Purple Rain,” he returned to confirm that even in the desert, it could rain purple.

Even after the encore, though, he came back for more.

“The best way to be is to let it come naturally,” Prince shouted.

He then flew through a torrid version of “Let’s Go Crazy.”

Prince preferred to let his guitar do the talking. He also welcomed the singer and drummer Sheila E, who took the lead for a song and then joined Prince on an extended jam.

Finally, Prince satisfied the crowd with a celebratory performance of “1999.” His classic “Little Red Corvette” soon followed.

One of the biggest surprises of Prince’s concert was his cover of Radiohead’s “Creep,” which was sure to be one of Coachella’s most talked-about performances. With some lyrics adjusted, a ripping guitar solo and extended falsetto crooning for a finale, Prince’s “Creep” had the crowd slack-jawed.

To close the set, he gave another unique take on a song not his own: the Beatles’ “Come Together.”

He urged the audience — whom he called his “choir” — to sing “Come together, yeah” over and over.

And just as trepidation was beginning to take hold in the crowd that Prince might actually leave without playing “Purple Rain,” he returned to confirm that even in the desert, it could rain purple.

Even after the encore, though, he came back for more.

“They’re telling me that we got to go, but I can’t leave!” Prince shouted.

He then flew through a torrid version of “Let’s Go Crazy.”
Flip through the channels during any given hour of any given day and you'll be hard-pressed not to come across one of the three “Law & Order” series in syndication. And if you do manage to tune out, you're bound to find at least one of these very popular TV shows while flipping. Two, in fact. Syndication, and you're bound to find at least one of the three “Law & Order” series in a given hour of any given day. Though hittin' here and there and occasionally episodes about characters' lives might seem so, little is usually done to move people past what they do during their day job. This is a hugely positive step for “SVU” and makes it even more watchable as the characters become more and more real.

Don't miss out on the best run from the best "Law & Order" series. With more character development, plots pushing the limits and guest stars constantly spending the hour watching (Robbin Williams' guest appearance in the next episode!), "Law & Order: SVU" shows age and popularity have only positive effects on a program.

--Alicia Wade can be reached at 536-3111 ext. 275 or alwade@siu.edu.
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Pulse CHATTOBER

Pulse CHATTOBER

Child star Miley Cyrus is at odds with Vanity Fair magazine over racy photographs that will appear in the upcoming issue. The 15-year-old participated in a photo shoot and interview with the magazine and one of the photographs depicted Cyrus, apparently nude, with her back exposed and a bedsheet covering her chest.

"I took part in a photo shoot that was supposed to be 'artistic' and now, seeing the photographs and reading the story I feel embarrassed and blindsighted in an official statement Sunday. What do you think of the child star's controversy?

--Devin Vaughn

"It's been way more personal than on a show, how do you not realize how hurtful photos were going to turn out? You'll just go and do something more appropriate, like chewing bubble gum or painting your nails.

Alicia Wade

Look, there are way more important things to worry about than other than Miley Cyrus and her inability to understand when you're naked or look naked during a photo shoot it's going to come off as provocative. Hello, 'Grand Theft Auto IV' comes out today. I hope you've made your decision on what to do as you won't be around for the next few weeks.

--Alicia Wade

G.R.'s beautiful new film, May & April and its beautiful voice star, Miley Cyrus, received a perfect score of 5 out of 5 stars, 549-4713 or visit 651 E. Grand Ave. of restaurants.com.

CARDONBEIL PURPLE-ED ANAPHEVi, a one book from the "Law & Order", 7500 per month. Free same day shipping, no, pay, cell 509-609-324

PACIFIC FOON STUDIO, 939-3990.

"WE ARE THROUGHLY REVIEWING THE LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIM'S UNIT." (Alicia Wade)

CHANGING STUDIOS APT, near SIU, 7500, 300 square feet, 6 months, 512-5206. Rental parking available, call 472-4442.

NEW EPISODES air every Monday on NBC A Special yarn of evil and invention. Price: 472-9287.

"I was traffickin' drugs into the facility, you see, and my colleagues were helping me as a cover in a female prison in an attempt to find a prison guard who crossed with the guard and forced my admission into the unit. Of course, 'SVU' regulars won't be disappointed because the show is still as riveting stories because of the continuing interest.

The series is really taking character development, an aspect that often remains hidden in "Law & Order" series. Though hints here and there and occasional episodes about characters' lives might seem so, little is usually done to move people past what they do during their day job. This is a hugely positive step for "SVU" and makes it even more watchable as the characters become more and more real.

Don't miss out on the best run from the best "Law & Order" series. With more character development, plots pushing the limits and guest stars constantly spending the hour watching (Robbin Williams' guest appearance in the next episode!), "Law & Order: SVU" shows age and popularity have only positive effects on a program.

--Alicia Wade can be reached at 536-3111 ext. 275 or alwade@siu.edu.
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The series is really taking character development, an aspect that often remains hidden in "Law & Order" series. Though hints here and there and occasional episodes about characters' lives might seem so, little is usually done to move people past what they do during their day job. This is a hugely positive step for "SVU" and makes it even more watchable as the characters become more and more real.

Don't miss out on the best run from the best "Law & Order" series. With more character development, plots pushing the limits and guest stars constantly spending the hour watching (Robbin Williams' guest appearance in the next episode!), "Law & Order: SVU" shows age and popularity have only positive effects on a program.
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NEW 2 BDRM. 1 bath, fully furnished, included 4, 250.00. 904/569-8000.

WALKER RENTALS

BEAUTIFULLY REMODELED 2 BDRM. 1 bath Mountain View home. A/C, washer, dryer, patio, garage, very clean. Pets OK. 404/230-0059.

IN QUIT NEIGHBORHOOD. Large 2 BDRM., 1 bath, quiet, front parking on site, dogs OK, central heat, mountain view. 904/625-5800.

DUPLEXES

NEW ONE BDRM. with study and fireplace on 1st fl., one car garage, fully furnished, includes all utilities, great location near the new environmental area, available now and Aug., no pets, 904/625-5800.

BRECKENRIDGE APTS 2350 5th, 2 bdrm. utilities, and pets allowed. call 437-4537 or 7873.

ONE BDRM. OFF Cedar Creek Road, quiet, wooded area, June or Aug move-in, sorry to say, 904/620-5301.

TWO BDRM. APT., in Quiet neighborhood, behind Muni, will accept dogs, 904/620-5301.

1 BDRM. UPSTAIRS apt. 300 W. Oak, 2nd fl., no pets, 904/620-5309.

1 BDRM. 1/1 bath, 2nd fl., w/d, un-腾ured, piano, walk to SU! & SAC 1 block to shops. Call 904/230-0055.

DORM AND TWO BDRM. Quiet 5-clean on Giant City Road, grad to profes-
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TWO BDRM. APARTMENTS AND HOUSES Cheryl Bryant Rentals
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Campbell has been working since February to drop more than 50 pounds to get to the heavyweight maximum of 265 pounds. He accomplished that goal Saturday and was not about to lose his first heavyweight fight. Campbell guaranteed a win early in the night. Four hours and one suplex later, he had his hand raised.

Campbell displayed his wrestling with a hip toss followed by a belly-to-back suplex that required Campbell to lift his opponent completely off the ground and slam him on his upper back.

“When I went to his back and grabbed his waist, my wrestler’s heart kicked in,” Campbell said. “I knew I had the win and I was going to do what I had to do to finish it.”

Campbell’s win over Don Bell, a student of UFC veteran Matt Hughes, could move him up in the rankings if Vizinia were to vacate the title. The other Hughes student at the event, Kyle Watson, won the main event with his nationally renowned jujitsu.

Almost no punches were thrown in Watson’s match as he took no time going for a flying triangle choke. It took a few minutes to secure the submission but Watson was patient and secured the triangle, requiring no striking on his part.

Along with Vizinia and Campbell, the stable of some of the area’s top fighters, Dojo USA, went 8-1 during the event. Dylan Hughey rebounded from a loss last time out with a come-from-behind win over Rashid Abdulla, while Greg Wilson displayed technical striking with a short, quick right hook to earn a knockout victory.

“(Instructor) Tim (Fickes) said this was the hardest he has ever seen us train,” Campbell said. “I knew we were prepared when we got a compliment from him because that doesn’t happen often.”

A little more than 1,000 people attended the event and the success of the past three events has led to tentative dates of July 19 and Sept. 20 for the fourth and fifth installments.

Campbell said fans could expect to see a similar fight from him in the next events. The Marion native said he likes to finish his fights, but he respects his opponents and never looks to hurt them.

“I’m a nice guy, so I am not out there to hurt anybody,” Campbell said. “I’m glad Don walked away with only some bruises and I hope he bounces back from this loss. I felt great in there and I think I’m only going to get better at this weight.”

Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 249 or jengel@siu.edu.

Referee Todd Frederickson rushes to stop the fight as Steve Campbell, top, looks to finish his opponent, Donald Bell. The bout was Campbell’s first match in the heavyweight division and he plans on staying in that weight class for his next fight, he said.
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Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 249 or jengel@siu.edu.

Referee Todd Frederickson rushes to stop the fight as Steve Campbell, top, looks to finish his opponent, Donald Bell. The bout was Campbell’s first match in the heavyweight division and he plans on staying in that weight class for his next fight, he said.
Salukis take on Illinois

Offense hopes to continue surge with bid in mind

Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The SIU baseball teams offensive numbers are finally translating into wins.

The Salukis won two of three from Missouri Valley Conference foe Northern Iowa during the weekend and now head to Champaign with plenty of inertia.

Illinois hosts SIU (23-18) at 6 p.m. today at Illinois Field.

In the second game of a doubleheader sweep of the Panthers Saturday, the Salukis rallied off 18 runs. Even in a losing effort Friday, they clubbed 13 hits and 13 runs.

In Saturday’s first game of a doubleheader, senior shortstop Owen Mackedon doubled while senior outfielder Chris Crank blasted his fourth home run of the season in a 7-5 win.

“We know we can play with any team when we play the way we can.” — Dean Cademartori, senior outfielder

Senior outfielder Dean Cademartori celebrates with junior second baseman Scott Elmendorf after scoring during the 10-9 victory over University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee April 4. The Salukis look to avenge their loss to University of Illinois when they travel to Champaign Tuesday.

Illinois. But after taking two of three from Northern Iowa and upsetting Wichita State and Missouri within the last week, each game becomes more important in regard to an NCAA Tournament bid.

“We beat the fourth and fifth ranked teams in the country over five days,” Saluki coach Dan Callahan said. “I thought that would create some momentum going into the weekend.”

Rayscom projects Wichita State to host a regional series while placing the Panthers as the No. 4 seed in Nebraska’s regional.

The Tigers are projected to be the No. 2 seed in the Region regional.

Luis Medina contributed to this story.

Emily Sunblade — DAILY EGYPTIAN

Earn up to $170/mo.

Donating plasma regularly

Find out how thousands of students save lives and earn cash.

Plasma is used to manufacture unique medicines.

DCI Biologicals 301 W. Main St. 618-529-3241 www.dciplasma.com

New and *Return Donors: *not donated in over 6 months.

Bring this ad & receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation
**Salukis split up, clean up**

Team shines at separate events

**Luis C. Medina**

With the SIU track and field team split between two meets, it was a mission of divide and conquer. The Salukis did just that, capturing four titles and 17 top-5 finishes at the SIU-Edwardsville Twilight Saturday while posting five top-10 finishes and capturing one meet title during the final day of the Drake Relays.

Coach Connie Price-Smith said she was impressed with how the team performed at both meets. “We had a lot of good competition and lots of personal bests and it’s really nice to see that at this time of the year,” Price-Smith said. “But it showed us we’ve got some work to do in other areas.”

Senior thrower Brittany Riley picked up the team’s lone title at the Drake Relays with a victory in the hammer throw. Riley defended her title, which she set last season with meet and stadium records, with a throw that measured 217-5. She also finished 20th in the discus.

The women’s 4x100-meter shuttle hurdles relay team of Meredith Hayes, Nicole Thompson, Tereznia Williams and Toni Whitfield to post an eighth place finish at the SIUE Twilight Saturday and run a time of 44:44.85. Hayes also teamed with Gabbi Menefield, Kandice Thompson and Tae Whitefield to post an eighth place finish in the 1,600-meter sprint medley relay.

Sammy Biggs, Brett Brachear, Brandon Deloney and Greg McRae teamed up to earn an eighth place finish in the men’s 1,600-sprint medley relay with a time of 3:26.94.

Sophomore Jeff Schirmer posted a personal best in the 5,000-meter run, giving the Salukis their best long-distance finish. Schirmer finished seventh, crossing the finish line in 14:44.85. Hayes also teamed with Gabbi Menefield, Kandice Thompson and Tae Whitefield to post an eighth place finish in the 1,600-meter sprint medley relay.

The women’s 4x100-meter shuttle hurdles relay team of Meredith Hayes, Nicole Thompson, Tereznia Williams and Toni Whitfield to post an eighth place finish at the SIUE Twilight Saturday and run a time of 44:44.85. Hayes also teamed with Gabbi Menefield, Kandice Thompson and Tae Whitefield to post an eighth place finish in the 1,600-meter sprint medley relay.

Sammy Biggs, Brett Brachear, Brandon Deloney and Greg McRae teamed up to earn an eighth place finish in the men’s 1,600-sprint medley relay with a time of 3:26.94.

Senior pole vaulter Jaqcue Menke practices April 16 in McAndrew Stadium. The team picked up one meet title and five top-10 finishes during last weekend’s Drake Relays.

**Mixed Martial Arts**

Visinia keeps championship in Carbondale

Former Saluki retains championship title

**Jeff Engelhardt**

For Natu Visinia’s opponents, it only takes one hit to quit. Visinia retained his Kage One Heavyweight Championship title Saturday at Battle at the Blast III when he scored a technical knock-out victory over Danny Stoner 12 seconds into the bout. Combined, Visinia’s two victories at Battle of the Blast events have lasted 19 seconds.

The victory came unexpectedly to Visinia as he was hit by a leg kick to open the match but then threw a right hand to set up a leg kick of his own. The right hand was all it took, though, as Stoner went down and the referee ended the contest.

“I knew it landed solid but I meant for it to set up my next move,” Visinia said. “It was nice to fight in front of the fans again and earn the title.”

Visinia’s dominant performances have led him to consider a permanent jump up to bigger shows as he said Saturday could have been his last fight for Kage One. He will have his chance to make his name known on the national level June 14 when he fights for Adrenaline MMA in the 11,800-seat Sears Center in Hoffman Estates.

If Visinia, a former offensive lineman on the SIU football team, makes a home in the pay-per-view events, he would likely vacate his Kage One championship.

That’s where teammate Steve Campbell comes in.

See VISINIA, Page 14

**Kage One heavyweight champion Natu Visinia defended his belt Saturday night at the Battle at the Blast III when he defeated challenger Danny Stoner in 12 seconds. Visinia will have a chance to average one of his two losses in a June 14 pay-per-view event in the Sears Centre in Chicago hosted by Adrenaline MMA.**

**15 MINUTES WITH...**

Shawn Joy

**Megan Kramer**

SIU senior pitcher Shawn Joy has made an impression in the bullpen in just two seasons wearing the maroon jersey. Joy became only the second Missouri Valley Conference pitcher to throw a complete-game shutout this season when he led the Salukis over nationally-ranked Wichita State April 19. He was also the first Saluki named Missouri Valley Player of the Week for the team this season.

Joy sat down with the Daily Egyptian to talk about his love for wrestling, his ear for David Bowie and his fear in the shower.

**Daily Egyptian:** What major league baseball catcher would you want to throw a game with?

**Shawn Joy:** I’d like to throw with A.J. Pierzynski (of the Chicago White Sox) because I think we’d both be hungry. Who do you call?

**Daily Egyptian:** Do you have a favorite sport to watch besides baseball?

**Shawn Joy:** MMA. OK, it’s late and you’re hungry. Who do you call?

**Daily Egyptian:** Don’t you choose your roommates, who fues me dinner all the time?

**Shawn Joy:** What’s the most-played song on your iPod right now?

**Daily Egyptian:** “Let’s Dance” by David Bowie.

**Shawn Joy:** If you could have dinner with any three baseball players, who do you choose?

**Daily Egyptian:** Mickey Mantle, Frank Thomas and Dan Callahan.

**Shawn Joy:** All right, I’m going to list a few of your teammates and try to describe them in one word. Scott Elmenhorf.

**Shawn Joy:** Loud.

**Daily Egyptian:** If you had to play another position besides pitcher, where would you choose?

**Shawn Joy:** I’d be the bullpen catcher.

**Daily Egyptian:** What’s your favorite sport to watch besides baseball?

**Shawn Joy:** MMA. OK, it’s late and you’re hungry. Who do you call?

**Daily Egyptian:** Do you have a favorite sport to watch besides baseball?

**Shawn Joy:** MMA. OK, it’s late and you’re hungry. Who do you call?

**Daily Egyptian:** Who do you choose to describe them in one word.

**Shawn Joy:** Loud.

**Daily Egyptian:** What is your least favorite sport?

**Shawn Joy:** Baseball.

**Daily Egyptian:** Baseball is your least favorite sport?

**Shawn Joy:** (laughs). No. I guess I’ll say football.

**Shawn Joy:** What is your biggest fear?

**Daily Egyptian:** Being cut by the SIU baseball team.

**Shawn Joy:** Last question. Who is scarier after a loss, coach Callahan or coach Medina?

**Daily Egyptian:** Mark Kelly. Especially when he’s in the shower. (laughs)

Megan Kramer can be reached at 536-3317 ext. 206 or mkramer@siue.edu.